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AIDS AND CIVIL RIGHTS

What to do
Cook County Hospital in Chica go has made the front pages of newswith doctor papers nationwide because of an argument concernin g one of its do c tors
whohasAIDS? who has AIDS.
Initially, various factions within the hospital ' s med i cal
staff and administration could not decide whether the do c tor should be
permitted to take care of patients .
Those who fo u ght for the fired do c tor's reinst atement pointed to the
recommendations of the Centers for Disease Control, one of the mos t
co rrupt and incompetent of all government a gencies. Perhap s all factions
at Cook County Hospital should agr ee to call in the CDC heads to Chica go
to give public testimony under oath and to a sk the following questions,
among others :
1) What a bout the six percent of AIDS patients in whom th e method
of acquiring the disease is unknown? Government doctors have told us
that these patients a re mo stly Haitian or tha t the diagnosis of AIDS
turned out to b e wrong, or tha t they weren't telling the truth about
their real sexual orientation or about their use of dru g s. Bu t I have
not seen an y convinc ing do cumentation t o support these con clusions e ither in medical journals, the FDA Drug Bulle tin, or the public press.
L
k the CDC to show us the data (without revea ling names) on these
by now thousands--of cases so tha t we can jud ge whether the
tors have done their homework proper l y .
2) How do we know that the rubber gloves us ed by doctors who hav e
AIDS will serve as a bar ri e r so that the virus (much sma ller than the
bacteria whi ch cause syphilis a nd go norrhea ) will not reach the patient?
Af t er all , there is no scientific evidence to show tha t the AIDS virus
cannot penetrate condoms . Is the rubber in one product any bett er than
the rub ber in the other? Furthermore , as reported to you previously in
my Newsle tt er, Sanford Miller, FDA Safe ty Director, ha s stat ed tha t the
AIDS virus has been found not only in tears and saliva, but al so in sweat.
3) Why should we tr ust the CDC when reports of co rrupt l aborato r y
practi c es and wholesale e xodus of top s c ienti s ts a r e no longer confined
to medi ca l circles but have surfaced in the public press?
4) Why should we trust the CDC when it has s u ch a long record of
i mcompetence-- fo r example, th e s wine flu vaccine, the fumb ling over
Legionnaire ' s Dis eas e, and the promo tion of mandatory immunizations
without informing parents of adverse effects? Why should we assume ,
when Dr. Robert Gallo of the Nat ional Ins titut es of Health , another government agency c losely connec ted wi th the CDC , can't even manage to ge t his
own l abor ator y 's photo graph of the AIDS virus into his ori ginal publica -

tion (he mixed it up with a photograph from the Pasteur Institute in
France), that the government doctors can get anything right on AIDS?
5) What kind of doctors are attracted to gover nment work in the
first place? Is it possible, even likely, tha t a doctor's medical views
are influenced by his political beliefs, sexual orientation, and lifestyle? Is there a difference in these factors between doctors at the CDC
and NIH compared to other doctors? Has anyone investi ga ted these factors,
espec ially in ligh t of the lat es t surveys which show that, in contrast to
the few dozen M.D.-leaders of CDC and NIH who are dead set against quarantine of AIDS patients, almost 30 percent of doctors nationally favor
quarantine measures for proven AIDS patients? We are entitled to know
mo re about these doctors who are setting public policy .
Meanwhile, as the Cook County Hospital controversy co ntinues, every
person in the United States who enters a hospit a l should recognize that,
among the doctors treating him, there may be some who have AIDS. Therefore, in addition to all the other precautions one must take when enter ing a hospital, I recommend adding yet another: Whenever a ny doctor,
particularly one whom you have never met, comes to examine you, ask him
to clearly write down his n ame a nd ad dress. Keep al l these names so
that, if you should ever be identi f i
as having AIDS or ARC or "lesser
AIDS" (or whatever new ca te gory the government doctors come up with later
on), yo u may be able to find out whether you caught your disease from
your doctor.
As I write this, the Cook County (Illinois) Hospital Board, over the
protests of "AIDS experts," has bar red the do c tor on its staff who has
AIDS from contac t with patients.
Yesterday, I appeared on the news pro gram "First Edition" produced
by WBBM- TV, the CBS outlet in Chicago. I congratulated politicians of
the Cook County Board for behaving like doctors while the doctors are
behaving like politicians.
While the doctors are entangled in civil libertar i a n arguments, the
president of the County Board, Geor ge Dunne, had no problem ge tting to
the heart of the matter : "I am concerned about the five million people
of Cook County and the 700 patients at the hospital." (Chica go Tribune,
February 8, 1987.)
By contrast with Dunne ' s concerns for every individual within his
jurisdiction, Dr. Stephen M. Hessel of County Hospital's executive
medical staff, is willing to sacrifice a few patients here and there in
order to protec t the still- anonymous AIDS-afflicted
's "right to
work." Dr. Hessel hypothesi ze s that we might 1
future that
AIDS co uld be transmitted to a patient from a
liva, tears or
urine. He continues, "But even if we learn that, the number of transmissions from this would be a minor factor . If would only be a few cases. "
Thus, Dr. Hessel and other "AIDS experts" apparently have decided
that the c ivil liberties of the doctor outweigh the life and health of a
few patients. Strange decisions for doctors to be making !
Fortunately, many doctors don't agree with the sel f -styled "AIDS
specialists." While the "AIDS experts" make a lot of noise, they are far
from representative of American physicians.
In the backwash of the AIDS epidemic, the public is learning about
Should AIDSmedical
ethics.
impaired doctors
Commenting
on doctors who have AIDS and who continue to see patients,
tell patients?
Dr. Geor ge Lundberg, editor- in- chief of the Journal of the American Medical Association, has told columnis t Stephen Chapman (Chicago Tribune,
February 13, 1987), "If a patient asks an afflicted physician i f he has
AIDS, the physician is under no ethical duty to tell the truth."
Astounding as this statement by one of medicine's most powerful
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leaders may seem, Dr. Lundberg's position is not out of line with modern
medicine's traditional attitude toward telling the truth. How often have
your physicians told you the truth about the side effects of their prescriptions, about the complications of their surgeries, about the error
rate and dangers of their diagnostic tests?
Only because of such television programs as "Vaccine Roulette" (shown
in 1982) did millions of American parents first learn tha t for 40 years,
doctors had known about the brain damage that could result from vaccines
given to infants. But the parents had never been told.
Even today, how easy is it for patients to obtain their hospital and
medical records so that they can learn what really happened to them?
Instead of doctor-patient veracity, the most likely arena for full disclosure of hidden medical truths has become the courtroom with its adversarial system and cross-examination. In front of judges and juries,
under oath and with the threat of charges of perjury, doctors are telling
the truth. And, those of you who have been watching television coverage
of doctors marching on state capitols in the interests of "tort reform"
are aware that when it comes to medical malpractice, many doctors would
dearly love to ge t rid of the jury system. If they could, they probably
would repeal the Magna Carta .
In the eyes of doctors, juries may be qualified to decide the most
complicated technical questions in all other societal controversies, but
not when it comes to medicine. Do c tors don't trust ordinary citizens.
Instead they want elite panels where the truth can be kept secret.
A large part of a doctor's attitude toward honesty results from his
early medical education. From the strategy meetings held in oper a ting
rooms when a sponge left over from previous surgery is found in the
patient's belly, every medical student learns that he doesn't promptly
rush out and share that information with the family waiting outside.
At that moment, the doctor learns the fine art of duplicity, deceit,
and evasion. Further on in medical school, he learns that if anything
goes wrong with the patient, before he tells the patient or his family,
he first must call his insurance carrier .
A doctor learns to tell the truth inside the secret precincts of
medical journals, but not in the public press. He learns to speak a
foreign langua ge , usually Greek, which is not understood by ordinary
folks. For example, he uses the word "nosocomial" rather than simply
saying , "You picked up the infection in a hospital."
So JAMA editor Lundberg simply is behaving in the best tradition of
medical ethics when he condones doctors lying to patients. Like doctors
in general, he probably justifies his position on the grounds that these
lies--sometimes little , sometimes not so little--are in the best int eres ts
of the patient. I am sure doctors would not carry out this patronizing ,
condescending, and paternalistic practice if they had not been br a inwashed
into believing it.
Perhaps the reason Dr. Lundber g 's comment looms so large is because
AIDS looms so lar ge . One hundred per cent fatal, methods of transmission
controversial, corruption of federal health agencies, more unknowns every
day--little wonder that the public (and plenty of doctors) are frightened.
Doctors are desperately tryin g to "educate" us about AIDS. But in
the course of this education, we are learning even more about doctors,
especially about their biz a rre sense of ethics when it comes to honesty.
Indeed, now the publ i c has a chance to learn what so many doctors have
known for a long time--that the very term "medical ethics" is an oxymoron
(a contradic tion in terms).
Several years ago, I called for public health restrictions--quarantine
Private physicians
It turns out that mine
support included--for patients with active ca ses of AIDS.
AIDS controls was not a voice in the dark. True, there was an outpouring of wrath
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against my position from "AIDS experts" and university researchers. But
it now comes to li ght that doctors who, like me, are in private practice,
feel differently.
A survey by MD magazine shows that nearly half the doctors in private
practice are so worried about AIDS-contaminated blood that they would
reject transfusions from anonymous donors if members of their own families
had to undergo elective surgery. They would make arrangements to have the
patient's own blood or that of family members used instead .
Seventy-eight percent of the doctors polled said the government
should test high-risk individuals and then track down the sex partners of
those who test positive for AIDS, a mea sure that has been rejected by the
U.S. Surgeon General and by the American Medical Association.
Twenty-eight percent said AIDS patients should be quarantined. A
general practitioner from California wrote on his response card, "AIDS
can be eliminated by quarantining all AIDS patients on a desert island."
Another doctor wrote, "I feel the public health agencies are negligent
for not quarantinin g infectious persons already."
Writes A. G. Vogel, editor of MD, "These results indicate a skepticism among physicians about the conclusions reached by researchers and
other public heal th authorities. There are discrepancies between doctors
in private practice and the ivory tower sorts, but this is extreme. "
What can you do as a result of this important survey?
1) Ask your own private doctor what he thinks should be done to protect the public from AIDS.
2) Whenever you see a doctor on television making pronouncements
abo ut AIDS, try to find out whether he is a practicing physician or an
ivory tower sort. Does he make his living off of AIDS patients? Are his
government grants dependent on the continuation of the AIDS epidemic?
If so, how is he guarding your health?

From the viewpoint of a scientist, the AIDS epidemic represents a
Some
gloomy unique learning opportunity. It is one of the few medical conditions
predictions in modern times in which doctors have the opportunity to watch the natural
course of a disease without any med i cal intervention. For almost every
other disease, doctors have a treatment. Maybe the treatment works;
maybe it doesn't. Maybe the treatment is counterproductive. But in any
case, how often does a pa tient with hypertension, for example, ex it a
doctor's office without some kind of treatment? That is, some form of
intervention.
When was the last time you , or anyone close to you , went to a doctor
withou t receiving a prescription? Or a te s t? Or some kind of advice which
represented an intervention to make you better or at least to prevent
you from getting sicker?
Even for diseases fo r which doc tors had poor treatment or none at
all, they still intervened. They quarantined the horne. They locked
people in a sanitarium. They restricted them from handling food. They
traced sexual contacts. They intervened.
Not so with AIDS. Everyone agrees there is no treatment. Everyone
agrees there is no vaccine. Society a ppar en tly had decided against quarantine, against occupational restriction, against mandatory closing of
bathhouses and other places where gays congregate, and against case
tracing. Instead, "AIDS experts" have devoted millions of dollars to
"education in safe sex." That boils down to condom education.
The futility of these interventions is evidenced by the unrelenting
progress of the disease. In spite of all the education on safe sex, this
disease, first described six years ago, has fulfilled its original statistical projections, i.e., the number of patients continues to double every
10 months or so, just as if there had been no education at all.
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And condom education, just like the product itself, has plenty of
holes. The scientific evidence of this device's effectiveness in preventing
transmission of the AIDS virus is conflicting. Sometimes the virus does not
pass the rubber barr ier , but sometimes it does. Sometimes the condom remains intact, but some times it breaks. Sometimes the participants use it;
sometimes they don't .
Therefore, I predict the AIDS epidemic unfortunately will continue
on its natural course--uninterrupted by medical intervention--until the
pool of susceptibles has been exhausted, that is, until all those in the
high risk groups have died. When all the homosexuals, drug abusers and
prostitute-patronizers have died from this uniformly fatal disease, the
curve will flatten out, and the epidemic will decline.
You might a rgue that new recruits will continue to enter the highrisk ranks. However, given the exp onential rate of numbers of cases, the
rate of recruitment will fall far short of the death rate.
Of course, some people will become victims of AIDS even thou gh they
are not in the high-risk groups. These innocents include recipients of
AIDS-contaminated blood, children of AIDS mothers, and unwitting sexual
partners of promiscuous mates. Perhaps in a catastrophic epidemic such
as AIDS, a cert a in percentage of "spillovers" cannot be avoided. Those
of a theologic bent will argue, with some justification, that this is
the price the innocent victims must pay for the sins of omission--i .e.,
failure to take the necessary societal steps (political, moral, socioeconomic) to block the growth of high-risk groups.
As far as the innocent child victims are concerned, the theologic
argument wo uld take note of the longstanding tradition that the sins of
the fathers (who fail to take the necessary societal action) are visited
unto the third and fourth gener ation.
However, whether one's background is theological or epid emiolog i c,
the outlook remains the same. The AIDS epidemic, in all likeliho od ~nll
run it s natural course. It will rise steeply. As the pool of susceptibles d imini shes, the curve will flatten. And as those su sceptibles
die, the epidemic will diminish and, most likely will disappear, to be
relegated, like bubonic plague, to the annals of history.
So, what's a person to do? First and most obvious, stay out of the
high-risk groups. If you're in one, ge t out of it. Second, do your best
to avoid becoming an innocent victim. One way is to follow the lead of
J ehovah's Witnesses and scrupulously avo id blood transfusions and blood
products. Third, be very wary five or ten years from now when doctors
come up with a vaccine. By that time, the disease itself probably will
have reached its peak, and it may already be on the des cending part of
the curve. As they have done in the past , doc tor s will try to credit
the vaccine for what Mother Nature accomplished all by herself. Remember that the great epidemics of diphtheria, whooping cough, measles, polio, etc. all had begun to decline both in rate and virulence long before modern vaccines came on the scene.
As a ci tizen , you must tr y to join with other citizens to take the
necessary public health measur es that can e rase t he grim vision in my
crystal ball.

Condoms
Now that the media, at least in part, is acceptin g ads for condoms,
are no it is important to present the whole truth about condoms. The promoters
cure-all of "condom education" would do well to begin with the September 1986

artic les in the Journal of the American Medical Association where '"e learn:
--There is a 10 percent failure rate per year when condoms are used
to prevent pregnancy.
--In order to properly use a condom, it must be applied early in the
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sex act, i.e., before pre-ejaculatory fluid appears.
--The user must make sure that the condom does not fall off or tear.
--Considerable amounts of lubricant and spermicidal jelly must be
used.
--A San Francisco study has demonstrated that gay men are no more
motivated to use condoms than is the general population. Eighty percent
knew that the use of a condom could help prevent AIDS transmission, but
only six percent of this same sample actually used condoms.
--Some studies indicate that all condoms, including those derived
from the intestinal membranes of sheep (natural condoms), are effective
in preventing the "in vitro" (under laboratory conditions) transmission
of the AIDS virus. In these laboratory experiments, the condom was
fitted over the plunger of a 12 cc plastic syringe and submer ged in a
beaker; repeated aspirations and expulsions were carried out.
--In another series of experiments involving the hepatitis B virus,
synthetic condoms did prevent leakage, but natural condoms did not. In
this set of experiments, instead of using plastic syringes, a batteryoperated mechanical vibrator was used to create a gitation of condom
contents. The researchers suggest, "Perhaps mechanical vibration alters
natural condom permeability .... " However, the hepat itis virus continued
to leak through the condom even after the vibrator had been turned of f .
Also, the 8-inch vibrator had a diameter of 3.5 em as compared with 1.5 em
for the plunger of the 12 cc syringe. Thus, the resear chers wisely conclude, "It is conceivable that stretch and/or tension of natural condoms
plays an important role in determining vira l passa ge."
--The researchers recommend further studies before natural condoms
can be endorsed as a form of prevention against the tr a nsmission of the
AIDS virus.
In vie,.;r of all these findin gs, it seems obvious that, if condom education is to be complete, the ads should clearly spell out whether the
condoms are make of latex or of sheep gut. The ads also should give us
some clues on how to extrapolate the laboratory findings into human experience, including techniques for determining v1hether an individual human
"plunger" is closer to a 1. 5 em diameter or a 3. 5 em diameter. Furthermore, does the individual human movement more closely simulate the handoperated syringes or the battery-operated mechanical vibrator?
Maybe condoms work. Maybe they don't. But given the current climate,
the best way to make sure you always come out a winner may well be to find
a job as a condom researcher.

Update

on
daycare

The bad news about daycare centers continues to mount. The risk of
Hemophilus influenza (a serious childhood infec tion) is 12 times as hi gh
for infants in daycare centers, according to a Ro c hester, N. Y., study
(Physicians' Weekly, March 13, 1986).
Do c tors may tell you tha t a vaccine (Hib) is ava ilable to prevent
this condition which can cause ear infections a nd meningitis. But they
may not tell you that, while 75 percent of cases occur before two, the Hib
vaccine is indicated only for children over two years of age .
A University of Texas a t Houston study showed tha t daycare children
had 30 per cent more diarrhea l disease than did children who were cared for
at home. A South Carolina study r evealed that daycare childr en entering
first grade were six times as likely to be carry Giardia lamblia, an
intestinal parasite, as were those who had not been in daycare.
Here's what some indiv idua l pediatricians have to say: Patricia
Schloesser, M.D ., consultant to child health pro grams for the State of
Kansas, says, "If I had a child under three with re curring bouts of otitis
(ear infec tions), I'd find individual care or stay home with the child .
I wouldn't keep the child in a center."
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In response to some doctors who claim that daycare centers help
children build up resistance to disease, pediatrician Stanley Schuman of
the Medical University of South Carolina says, "A peck of dirt isn't
better than a speck. If a lot of infection is better for the immune
system, why not send kids to Cairo?"
Harvard child psychiatrist Robert Coles says, "It's sad that doctors
can't mobilize to protect children. I'd sooner lose a million dollars
than turn my baby over to a daycare center. A child under two doesn't
belong in a center."
Some physicians admit --privately--t hat while they believe daycare
risks are too high for tots, they also support women 's liberation and
therefore, they mute their objections.
The most interesting, although not exactly altruistic, reaction comes
from the American Academy of Pediatrics. Recognizing that some two million
children are believed to be in daycare centers, the AAP "urges its members
to become consultants to the centers ." In other words, rather than fighting
for elimination of these disease-ridden warehouses for infants, doctors
mi ght as well cast aside their scruples and go where the action is.

Q

What a re the risks of breast implants? Do they prevent detection of lumps
in the breast, if they should someday occur? Have they been linked with
causing breast cancer or any other problems? Has anyone projected the
long-term hazards of implants? I know they have only been done a few years,
so I wonder whether anyone has reached age 70, for example, without any
major problems resulting from implants.
I am 30 years old, and I wouldn't like to shorten my life knowingly for
cosmetic reasons. But I am very flat-chested, and I'd like to look womanly
rather than boyish. Where can I go to find answers to my questions?--J.T.

When doctors were forced to give up liquid silicone breast injections
because of the 60 percent complication rate associated with their use
(infection, deformities, excessive hardness, painful and disfiguring
scars, and emotional difficulties), they turned instead to silicone
Are breast implants in bags or "envelopes," which they claim are perfectly safe.
implants Of course, they used to make tha t same claim about the liquid silicone.
risky? Their haste to turn to the newer implants is in line with Mendelsohn's
law that, once a treatment is shown to be dangerous, always rush to a
newer one whose side effects are not yet known.
Since there have been so few studies to answer the questions you
properly raise, perhaps it's time for you to start your own research
before you submit to this surgery.
Go to a plastic surgeon and ask him for published scientific studies
which address your concerns about implants and cancer. If he tells you
that there are no such studies, check up on him by going to a medical
library and asking the librarian to conduct a literature search.
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Pardon my confusion, but-Wnen the County Board voted overwhelmingly to prohibit an AIDS infected physician at Chicago's Cook County Hospital from having handson contac t with patients, the American ~iedical Association responded
with statements acknowledging a patient's ri ght to a sk if a doctor has
AIDS while at the same time asserting that a doctor is under no ethical
obliga tion to tell a patient the truth!
by Marian Tompson
When 10 percent of parents pulled their children out of a Chicago
s choo l rather than risk infection from an unidentified student who was
infected with the AIDS virus, newpaper reports described the parents as
being influenced by the followers of Lyndon LaRouche; editorials spoke
abou t " irrational fear" and "paranoia." Asked what would happen if the
parents of the infected child decided to keep the child at home, the
school principal replied that the parents didn't have that right!
Then, we have the United States Supreme Court rulin g that contagious
diseases (which would include AIDS) are handicaps which are protected by
laws against j ob discrimination--a puzzling definition for those of us who
never perceived a handicap as something we could ca tch from someone else.
Safe sex , emphasizing the use of condoms and spermicides, has become
the widely publicized solution to the spread of AIDS. But TV doctors Art
Ulene and Bob Arnot both question this premise by pointing out that condoms have a 10 percent failure rate , while spermicides have a 15 percent
failure rate when it comes to pregnancy. Dr . Arnot points out that pregnancy can only occur during a few days each month, so the failure rate for
AIDS might in fact be 20 or 30 percent.
Some condoms are lubrica ted with nono xynol- 9, a spermicide which has
been demonstrated to kill the AIDS virus in laboratory test tubes. The
Holistic Group, working with AIDS patients in California, be lieves that when
nonoxynol-9 is combined with a hydrogenated fat - containing lubricant, it may
have a tendency to promote rupture of the a nal and vaginal membranes, thus
providing an entryway for AIDS.
Concen tr a tin g on safe partners instead of safe sex is Dr . Ulene 's
solution, a safe partner being one who never has had the virus and who is
willing to have a monogamous r ela tionship. According to Ulene, since the
price of picking the wrong partner can be fatal, abstinence or picking no
partner for a \vhile may be the best solution.
I asked James Todd, Senior Deputy and Executive Vice President of the
American Medical Association for the rational e underlying the AMA ' s protection of a doctor with AIDS . Dr . Todd explained that because a physician
with AIDS poses no danger to hi s patients and because the knowledge of his
disease mi ght interfere with a good therapeutic relationship, physicians,
on the basis of confidentiality, do not have to admit they have AIDS. But
I wonder how therapeutic a relationship can be if it is based on a lie, and
what effect will such hypocrisy ultimately have on the physician?
When I've talked to parents and teachers about AIDS-infected schoolchildren in school, I've never found anyone who is comfortable with the
idea. "Have you ever been in the boys ' ba throom in a grammar school?"
one young mother asked . "Even though the bathrooms in our school are
cleaned every day, they are disgusting. If bodily fluids are a means of
t ransmission, we have to do something abou t monitoring bathrooms and insisting that children wash their hands after usin g the facilities . I vmuldn' t
be surprised if going to school turns out to be even more hazardous for the
child wit h AIDS."
According to the AIDS Hotline (1-800- 243-2437) the virus can be
pass ed on to someone else even though it is dormant in the infected
individual , a statement tha t is disputed by others. So my question is,
with a ll the concern abou t the civil rights of AIDS victims, what about
the civil liberties of those of us who are not convinced we have all the
answers? m1at should the s t ate of the law be when the facts are unclear?
St ay tuned.
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